Family Planning Levels
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For the family that is concerned about providing
for themselves and their loved ones during
incapacity, passing assets after death without
court supervision and that wants to insure that the
right people will care for their children and their
children’s inheritance.

Your

Estate Plan

Includes the basic legal documents needed for the
private management of your affairs by people you
choose. Your family avoids the hassle, delay and
expense of probate during any period of
incapacity and when passing an inheritance to
children.
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Level 2

Revocable Living Trust
Pour Over Wills
Powers of Attorney
Advance Health Care Directives
HIPPA Releases
Guardianship/Conservatorship appointments
Other related documents as needed

Fee Level: $1,800 - $3,600

For the family that wants to ensure not only the
smooth transition of ﬁnancial assets and naming
of guardians for their children, but also wants to
reduce or eliminate estate taxes and provide
inheritance protection against creditors and
predators to the ﬁnancial assets their beneﬁciaries
will receive.

Your

Family Plan

Provides everything included in Level One, plus
superior estate tax planning and asset protection
for your surviving spouse and beneﬁciaries. A
carefully crafted statement of your family’s most
important values will help guide your
beneﬁciaries and trustees. Your children’s
inheritance will be protected from divorce and
lawsuits.
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Fee Level: $3,600 - $9,500
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Level 3

For the family whose circumstances or wealth
requires more sophisticated legal techniques to
maximize their family’s ﬁnancial legacy
available to children, grandchildren and beyond...
while remaining true to and congruent with their
core values, interests, and intentions.

Your

Level 4

For the family of signiﬁcant wealth and a desire
to expand their horizons far beyond present
boundaries. Heritage planning brings order to
your affairs, avoids red tape and waste, and helps
loved ones and “the causes” you care about by
applying your resources meaningfully.

Legacy Plan

Heritage Plan
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Includes all of the guardian, inheritance and tax
planning described in Levels One and Two yet
goes far beyond these levels. With extensive legal
counseling you will develop speciﬁc, extensive
and detailed directive for management,
distribution, and stewardship of your ﬁnancial
assets and family values. These unique directives
govern the dramatically larger inheritance your
family receives with generation skipping tax
planning and creative philanthropic endeavors.
Lifetime gifts are leveraged into asset-protected
legal safety nets.

Your

Includes all the planning described in Levels One,
Two and Three, plus extensive designs that
solidify control over your affairs, involve tax free
conversion of paper proﬁts, protect wealth from
legal judgments, manages the value of your
business, control and reduce capital gains and
income taxes, eliminate or substantially reduce
excise, gift, estate and generation taxes and keep
your affairs private and controlled by the people
you choose.

Fees quoted in advance reﬂect the expertise, effort, creativity
of solutions and quality of results that will be obtained.

W. Vito Lanuti - Attorney at Law - Certiﬁed Legal Specialist in Estate Planning, Trust & Probate Law by the State Bar of California Board of Legal Specialization
Conveniently located in Huntington Harbor

